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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a filter having excellent function as an optical low pass filter which can

be easily produced and which has excellent brightness and resolution of an image by forming the filter from an

optically anisotropic polymer film having a specified range of displacement distance between ordinary rays and

extraordinary rays and having a specified or lower haze.

SOLUTION: The polymer optical low-pass filter consists of an optically anisotropic polymer film which is obtained

by polymerizing a polymerizable liquid crystal composition layer at the temperature where the composition shows

a liquid crystal phase and which shows 1 to 70 (im displacement distance between the ordinary rays and

extraordinary rays and <5% haze. The polymer optical low-pass filter can be produced, for example, by subjecting

a polymerizable liquid crystal composition to hybrid alignment or homogenous alignment at a specified angle at

the temperature where the composition shows the liquid crystal phase, and then irradiating the composition with

active energy rays to polymerize.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule which is in the range whose displacement distance of

an ordinary ray and an extraordinary ray it is the optical anisotropy high polymer film which is made to carry out the

polymerization of the layer which consists of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent at the temperature this

constituent indicates a liquid crystal phase to be, and is obtained, and is 1-70 microns, and is characterized by the bird

clapper from the optical anisotropy high polymer film whose Hayes is 5% or less.

[Claim 2] The optical low pass filter according to claim 1 made from a macromolecule which has the anisotropy of the

refractive index in 25 degrees C of an optical anisotropy high polymer film in the range of 0.02-0.3.

[Claim 3] The optical low pass filter according to claim 1 made from a macromolecule which is the optical anisotropy

high polymer film which is made to carry out the polymerization of the layer which an optical anisotropy high polymer

film becomes from the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent in a hybrid orientation state, and is obtained.

[Claim 4] The optical low pass filter according to claim 1 made from a macromolecule which is the optical anisotropy

high polymer film which is made to carry out the polymerization of the layer which consists of a polymerization nature

liquid crystal constituent which has an optical anisotropy high polymer film in the homogeneous orientation state to

which the major axis of a liquid crystal molecule inclined to the specific angle to the thickness direction of a layer, and

is obtained.

[Claim 5] The optical low pass filter according to claim 4 made from a macromolecule in the range whose angle of the

major axis of a liquid crystal molecule and the thickness direction of the layer which consists of a polymerization

nature liquid crystal constituent is 20 - 70 degrees.

[Claim 6] A polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent is a general formula (I).

[Formula 1]

CH2=CCOOR 1O-(^)-^^)-OCOH^-OR^0COC=CH2 0)

or3ococ=ch2

L3

(--LI, L2, and L3 express a hydrogen atom or a methyl group in independent among a formula, respectively, and Rl,

R2, and R3 express the alkylene machine of the carbon atomic numbers 1-20 in independent, respectively Optical low

pass filter made from a macromolecule of the claims 1-5 containing the compound expressed with) given in any 1

term.

[Claim 7] The compound expressed with a general formula (I) is Rl and R2. And R3 Optical low pass filter according

to claim 6 made from a macromolecule which is the compound which is the alkylene machine of the carbon atomic

numbers 3-8 in independent, respectively.

[Claim 8] A polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent is a general formula (II).

[Formula 2]

CH 2=CCOOH^^-<^HR4 (»)

(-- L4 expresses a hydrogen atom or a methyl group among a formula, and R4 expresses the alkyl group of the carbon

atomic numbers 1-18 The compound and/or general formula (III) which are expressed with)

[Formula 3]

CH 2=CCOO-hQ>-C=C^Q^- R5 (III]
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(-- L5 expresses a hydrogen atom or a methyl group among a formula, and R5 expresses the alkyl group of the carbon

atomic numbers 1-18 Optical low pass filter containing the compound expressed with) according to claim 6 or 7 made
from a macromolecule.

[Claim 9] The compound expressed with a general formula (I) is LI and L2. And L3 The compound which is a

compound which is a hydrogen atom and is expressed with a general formula (II) is L4. It is the compound which is a

hydrogen atom and is a general formula (III). The compound expressed is L5. Optical low pass filter according to

claim 8 made from a macromolecule which is the compound which is a hydrogen atom.

[Claim 10] The optical low pass filter according to claim 8 or 9 made from a macromolecule whose amount of the

compound used expressed with the amount used and the general formula (III) of the compound expressed with a

general formula (II) is the amount of said.

[Claim 11] The optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of the claims 6-12 in the range whose operating rate

of a compound expressed with the general formula in a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (I) is 20 - 30 %
of the weight given in any 1 term.

[Claim 12] The compound expressed with the general formula (I) indicated by the claim 6 is contained. The compound
and/or general formula (HI) which are expressed with the general formula (II) indicated by the claim 8 The

polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent containing the compound expressed The manufacture method of the

macromolecule optical low pass filter indicated by the claim 1 characterized by irradiating an activity energy line and

carrying out a polymerization after [ when this constituent inclined to hybrid orientation or the specific angle at the

temperature which shows a liquid crystal phase
]
carrying out homogeneous orientation.

[Claim 13] The compound expressed with a general formula (I) is Rl and R2. And the manufacture method of the

respectively optical [ R3 ]-low pass filter made from the macromolecule according to claim 12 which is the compound
which is the alkylene machine of the carbon atomic numbers 3-8 in independent.

[Claim 14] The compound expressed with a general formula (I) is LI and L2. The compound which it reaches, is a

compound whose L3 is a hydrogen atom, and is expressed with a general formula (II) is L4. It is the compound which

is a hydrogen atom and is a general formula (III). The compound expressed is L5. The manufacture method of the

optical low pass filter according to claim 12 or 13 made from a macromolecule which is the compound which is a

hydrogen atom.

[Claim 15] The manufacture method of the optical low pass filter according to claim 12, 13, or 14 made from a

macromolecule that the amount of the compound used expressed with the amount used and the general formula (III) of

the compound expressed with a general formula (II) is the amount of said.

[Claim 16] The manufacture method of the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule given in any 1 term of

the claims 12-15 in the range whose operating rate of a compound expressed with the general formula in a

polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (I) is 20 - 30 % of the weight.

[Claim 17] The manufacture method of the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of the claim 12-16

which keeps the temperature of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent at 40 degrees C or less in a

polymerization process given in any 1 term.

[Claim 18] The manufacture method of the macromolecule optical low pass filter of the claim 12-17 which obtains the

homogeneous orientation which inclined by making a magnetic field act so that the direction of line ofmagnetic force

may serve as a specific angle to a substrate side after making a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent pinch

between two substrates which counter through a gap given in any 1 term.

[Claim 19] The substrate which performed orientation processing to which uniaxial orientation of the major axis of

liquid crystal is carried out in parallel to a substrate side, The substrate which performed orientation processing to

which orientation of the major axis of liquid crystal is perpendicularly carried out to a substrate side The manufacture

method of the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of the claim 12-17 which acquires hybrid orientation

by arranging with a gap so that the field which performed orientation processing may counter, and making a

polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent pinch between the two substrates given in any 1 term.

[Claim 20] The manufacture method of the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of the claim 12-17

which acquires hybrid orientation by applying a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent to the substrate which

performed orientation processing to which uniaxial orientation of the major axis of liquid crystal is carried out in

parallel given in any 1 term.

[Claim 21] Optical low pass filter complex made from a macromolecule characterized by the bird clapper from the

optical low pass filter given in any 1 term of claims 1-11 made from a macromolecule, and the light filter for visibility

amendment by which the laminating was carried out to this.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention is a CCD element (charge-coupled device) which

samples image information dispersedly and acquires a print-out. It is related with birefringence type the optical low

pass filter made from a macromolecule and its manufacture method in more detail about the optical low pass filter

made from a macromolecule used suitable for dot-matrix type display expressed by the pixel which arranged solid state

image pickup devices, such as a MOS device (metal-oxide-semiconductor element), or image information two-

dimensional, such as a liquid crystal display panel and a plasma display panel, and its manufacture method.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] When it is generally going to photo the body containing a periodic pattern finer than the

double precision of the pixel period of an image pck-up element using the solid state image pickup device like a CCD
element or the MOS device, a moire pattern occurs and there is a phenomenon in which a photography picture

deteriorates. Moreover, also in the dot-matrix type display like a liquid crystal display panel and a plasma display panel

etc., the noise resulting from the periodic structure of a pixel occurs, and the phenomenon in which quality of image

deteriorates is seen. The method ofusing the optical low pass filter which passes a low spatial-frequency component

rather than the frequency specified by the pitch of a pixel as a means for preventing generating of the phenomenon

which poses such a problem is adopted. The birefringence type thing which cut the uniaxial crystal aslant to the optical

axis as such an optical low pass filter, and was used as the plane-parallel plate is used abundantly.

[0003] There is displacement distance to specify the property (space cut off frequency) of an optical low pass filter. If a

natural beam of light carries out incidence to a plane-parallel plate, although outgoing radiation light will separate into

an ordinary ray and an extraordinary ray, displacement distance points out the distance between this ordinary ray and

extraordinary ray. This displacement distance is expressed with the function of the angle (it is hereafter called an

orientation angle) of the normal of a plane-parallel plate, and an optical axis to make, the thickness of a plane-parallel

plate, the Tsunemitsu refractive index of a crystal, and an extraordinary index. For example, displacement distance

becomes large, so that an orientation angle is close to 45 degrees, if the thickness of a plane-parallel plate, the

Tsunemitsu refractive index of a crystal, and the extraordinary index are fixed, and when an orientation angle is close

to 0 times or 90 degrees, most displacement distance has the property which becomes zero (the volume on Japan

Society of Applied Physics optical gathering for friendly discussion, crystal optics, Morikita Shuppan Co., Ltd., 198th

term).

[0004] Although what cut crystal aslant about 45 degrees to the optical axis is making the mainstream as a

birefringence type optical low pass filter at present, since crystal is used, there is a trouble that it is expensive and the

thing of a large area cannot be created.

[0005] Although use of an organic material and use of the high polymer film material which can obtain form

birefringence by performing extension processing especially can be considered as a means to solve such a trouble,

since it will be fixed to about 0 times by extension processing, an orientation angle does not function as an optical low

pass filter by it.

[0006] As a means by which control of an orientation angle solves the problem of being difficult, the method ofusing

low-molecular-liquid-crystal material for a JP,6 1-258570,A (patent No. 2556831) official report is proposed. This

method has the feature that low-molecular-liquid-crystal material can control by field strength to which the rate of a

birefringence impresses a space cut off frequency to low-molecular-liquid-crystal material greatly using the feature that

control of an orientation angle is easy. However, it is necessary to confine low-molecular-liquid-crystal material in the

liquid crystal cell which has the thickness of about about 2-3mm, and there is a trouble that a miniaturization is

difficult, by this method. Moreover, since the rate of a birefringence of low-molecular-liquid-crystal material changed
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with surrounding temperature a lot, in order to control the field strength impressed to low-molecular liquid crystal in

consideration of the temperature change of an operating environment and to add a thermo sensor and a temperature-

compensation circuit, it had that control by the fixed space cut off frequency is possible, but the trouble that equipment

will become complicated.

[0007] As a means by which the rate of a birefringence of low-molecular-liquid-crystal material solves the problem

which changes with surrounding temperature, the manufacture method of a film that the orientation angle using liquid

crystal oligomer is 10 - 80 degrees is proposed by JP,7-33885,A. Moreover, the manufacture method of a film that the

orientation angle using the liquid crystal macromolecule is 5 - 85 degrees is proposed by JP,7-20434,A. Although the

film proposed in these official reports is not that which set application as an optical low pass filter as the main purpose,

it can be used as an optical low pass filter, and can expect that the rate of a birefringence does not change with

surrounding temperature a lot.

[0008] However, since it is hard to carry out orientation of the mesomorphism oligomer when manufacturing a film

using liquid crystal oligomer, there is a trouble that it is difficult to obtain the thing of thickness 20 microns or more,

and it is difficult to obtain the space cut off frequency generally called for as an optical low pass filter. Moreover, when
manufacturing a film using a liquid crystal macromolecule, it is necessary to use the liquid crystal macromolecule

which shows mesomorphism above about 100 degrees C from a viewpoint of heat-resistant reservation of a film.

Therefore, in order to carry out orientation of the liquid crystal macromolecule, as a substrate used in the

manufacturing process heated at about 100 degrees C or more on a substrate, there is neither deformation nor

degradation, using the thing excellent in thermal resistance is called for, and there is a trouble that the quality of the

material of a substrate will be restricted.

[0009] The birefringent plate using the low-molecular-liquid-crystal material which has a polymerization nature

functional group in a molecule is proposed by JP,5-215921,A as a means by which the rate of a birefringence of low-

molecular-liquid-crystal material solves the problem which changes with surrounding temperature in addition to an

above-mentioned method. After this birefringent plate carries out orientation ofthe low-molecular-liquid-crystal

material which has a polymerization nature functional group in a molecule, it carries out the polymerization of the

polymerization nature functional group, and fixes orientation.

[0010] However, a low-molecular-liquid-crystal material given in this official report has the trouble that the

temperature which shows mesomorphism is 134 degrees C or more, therefore neither deformation nor degradation is in

the substrate which uses low-molecular-liquid-crystal material in the manufacturing process which heats and carries

out orientation to 134 degrees C or more on a substrate, it will be necessary to use the thing excellent in thermal

resistance, and the quality of the material of a substrate will be restricted. Moreover, since the temperature which

shows mesomorphism is high, when induction of the thermal polymerization may be carried out in the process which

carries out orientation and induction of the thermal polymerization is carried out, there is also a trouble that optical

homogeneity will deteriorate.

[001 1] When low-molecular-liquid-crystal material is used, the rate of a birefringence does not change with

surrounding temperature, 20-micron or more reservation of thickness is possible, and the optical low pass filter in

which the quality of the material of the substrate used in a manufacturing process does not receive a limit from a heat-

resistant viewpoint is indicated by JP,8- 122708,A. An optical low pass filter given in this official report is

manufactured by carrying out the polymerization of the low-molecular-liquid-crystal material which has a

polymerization nature functional group in a molecule, and shows mesomorphism at a room temperature, and

macromolecule-izing it at a room temperature, in the state where orientation was carried out.

[0012] However, the optical low pass filter indicated by JP,8-122708,A had the trouble that resolution and sensitivity

fell in order to scatter light.

[0013]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] As mentioned above, although use of an organic material has been

conventionally tried as a material of a birefringence type optical low pass filter, in order to use widely the birefringence

type optical low pass filter made from an organic material from now on, it is necessary to improve the luminosity and

resolution of a picture further.

[0014] The technical problem which this invention tends to solve is to offer the optical low pass filter made from a

birefringence type macromolecule which has the function which was excellent as an optical low pass filter, and could

moreover manufacture easily, and has improved the luminosity and resolution of a picture.

[0015]

[Means for Solving the Problem] this invention offers the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule which is

in the range whose displacement distance of an ordinary ray and an extraordinary ray it is the optical anisotropy high

polymer film which is made to carry out the polymerization of the layer which consists of a (1) polymerization nature
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liquid crystal constituent at the temperature this constituent indicates a liquid crystal phase to be, and is obtained in

order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, and is 1-70 microns, and consists of an optical anisotropy high
polymer film whose Hayes is 5% or less.

[0016] Moreover, this inventions are (2) general formulas (I), in order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem.

[0018] (--LI, L2, and L3 express a hydrogen atom or a methyl group in independent among a formula, respectively,

and Rl, R2, and R3 express the alkylene machine of the carbon atomic numbers 1-20 in independent, respectively the

compound expressed with) - containing - and general formula (II)

[0019]

[Formula 5]

[0020] (-- L4 expresses a hydrogen atom or a methyl group among a formula, and R4 expresses the alkyl group of the

carbon atomic numbers 1-18 The compound and/or general formula (III) which are expressed with)

[0021]

[Formula 6]

[0022] (L5 expresses a hydrogen atom or a methyl group among a formula, and R5 expresses the alkyl group of the

carbon atomic numbers 1-18.) After [ when this constituent inclined to hybrid orientation or the specific angle at the

temperature which shows a liquid crystal phase ] carrying out homogeneous orientation, the manufacture method of the

macromolecule optical low pass filter indicated by the above (1) to which an activity energy line is irradiated and
carries out a polymerization is offered.

[0023]

[Embodiments of the Invention] The optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of this invention is in the

range whose displacement distance of an ordinary ray and an extraordinary ray it is the optical anisotropy high polymer
film which is made to carry out the polymerization of the layer which consists of a polymerization nature liquid crystal

constituent at the temperature this constituent indicates a liquid crystal phase to be, and is obtained, and is 1-70

microns, and Hayes consists of an optical anisotropy high polymer film which is 5% or less.

[0024] The optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of this invention can be manufactured by irradiating an

activity energy line and carrying out a polymerization, after [ when for example, the polymerization nature liquid

crystal constituent inclined to hybrid orientation or the specific angle at the temperature which shows a liquid crystal

phase ] carrying out homogeneous orientation.

[0025] The polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent used by this invention has especially the desirable thing

that contains the compound expressed with the aforementioned general formula (I), and contains the compound further

expressed with the compound and/or general formula (III) which are expressed with the aforementioned general

formula (II). However, the polymerization nature liquid crystal compound used together with the compound expressed

with a general formula (I) is the compound and/or the aforementioned general formula (III) which are expressed with

the aforementioned general formula (II) if it is the material which can adjust the polymerization nature liquid crystal

constituent with which can be satisfied of the specified displacement distance and Hayes. It is not restricted to the

compound expressed.

[0026] Moreover, the compound expressed with a general formula (I) is Rl and R2. And R3 The compound which is

the alkylene machine of the carbon atomic numbers 3-8 in independent is desirable respectively. Moreover, the

compound expressed with a general formula (I) is LI and L2. And L3 The compound which is a hydrogen atom, and
the compound expressed with a general formula (II) are L4. The compound which is a hydrogen atom, and general

formula (III) The compound expressed is L5. The compound which is a hydrogen atom is more desirable.

[0027] The operating rate and general formula (III) of a compound which are expressed with the general formula in a

[0017]

[Formula 4]

OR^OCOC=CH 2

0)
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polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (II) As for the operating rate of a compound expressed, it is desirable

that it is the amount of said. Moreover, it is desirable that it is in the range whose operating rate of a compound
expressed with the general formula in the aforementioned polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (I) is 20 - 30

% of the weight.

[0028] In order to manufacture the optically anisotropic body which avoided the induction of the thermal

polymerization which is not desirable in an activity energy-line irradiation process, and was excellent in homogeneity,

the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent used by this invention is 40 degrees C or less, and its room
temperature, i.e., the thing which presents a liquid crystal phase at 20-25 degrees C typically, is especially preferably

desirable 30 degrees C or less still more preferably.

[0029] A general formula (II) and general formula (III) The single organic-functions mesomorphism (meta) acrylate

compound expressed has the low temperature which shows a liquid crystal phase as compared with 3 organic-fUnctions

mesomorphism (meta) acrylate compound expressed with a general formula (I), and has the inclination which shows

mesomorphism at the temperature near a room temperature. Therefore, the temperature which shows mesomorphism
can be reduced, so that there are many contents of a compound expressed with the general formula (II) and general

formula (III) in a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent. The compound and general formula (HI) which are

especially expressed with a general formula (II) When an operating rate with the compound expressed is made into the

amount of said, the reduction effect of temperature which shows mesomorphism is remarkable, and effective in

securing mesomorphism at a room temperature.

[0030] There is an inclination that Hayes of the optical low pass filter obtained by carrying out a polymerization can be

reduced, so that there are many contents of a compound expressed with the general formula (I) in the polymerization

nature liquid crystal constituent used by this invention on the other hand. Therefore, it is still more preferably effective

especially to increase [ 40 degrees C or less / 30 degrees C or less ] the content rate of a compound expressed with the

general formula in a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (I), as long as the mesomorphism in a room
temperature is secured preferably.

[003 1 ] The content rate ofa compound expressed with the general formula in a polymerization nature liquid crystal

constituent (I) has 20 - 30% of the weight of a desirable range. Since it is in the inclination for Hayes of the optical low

pass filter which is made to carry out the polymerization of the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent, and is

obtained to become 5% or more, and it is in the inclination for the temperature which shows the mesomorphism of a

polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent to become high when [ than 30 % of the weight ] more when there are

few content rates of a compound expressed with the general formula in a polymerization nature liquid crystal

constituent (I) than 20 % of the weight, it is not desirable.

[0032] General formula [ a general formula (I) and ] (II) Attain to the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent

used by this invention (III). The liquid crystal compound (henceforth the liquid crystal compound of single organic

functions) which has one polymerization nature functional group in [ other than the compound expressed ] 1 molecule

can also be added. General formula [ the general formula (I) which can be added to a polymerization nature liquid

crystal constituent, and ] (II) Reach (III). As a liquid crystal compound of single organic functions other than the

compound expressed, the compound expressed with following formula (1) - (20) can be mentioned, for example.

[0033]

[Formula 71

CH2=CHCOoV^y^^Vc4He (1)

60°C 91 «C

CH2=CHCOO^^-^^C10H2i (?

53°C 73°C

CH2=CHCOO-(^H^)HOCaHi7 (3)

65°C 96°C 98°C

CH2=CHCOO-(^)—<^)^CN <
4)

103<>C 129«C



[0034]

[Formula 8]

CH 2=CHCOO-H^VV VY V-C4H9

101<C 140C >2C0°C

F

CH2=CHCOO-H^^

99<>C 181°C

c^: n ^ i

F

F
113°C 155«C

F

CH2=CHCOO-7^V-(f)S-F

540C

CH2^HCOOH^)-CH2CH2--<^^C3H7

33^0 41°C

[0035]

[Formula 9]
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101°C >200*C

c—!: N T=T I

CH2=CHCOCH^)-H^^COO—v,
63°C 65°C

CH2KJHCOCM^)--^)-C

180C

CH2=CHCOOH^)HH;^)-C9Hi9 (13)

52°C
C I

SA

F

CH 2^HCOO-(^)^2MO^ CflH17 (14>

89<C 93<>C 1420C 181<C

CH^CHCOOHQ^^^CeHia (15)

61 °C

c^zr i

F

CH^CHCOO-<^KC=C-<^)—^)-C3H7 (1 6]

112C 236*C

c—r n :—r i

[0036]

[Formula 10]

CH2=CHOOOHpMOVCOC^H17 (17)

CH2=CHCOO-^g^ (18)

390C
C I

(19)CH2=CHCXX>^^^-OCXrsH 11

430c

CH2=CHCOO^)kH^-OOOC6H 13 (20)

43<C 46°C

[0037] ((A nematic phase and S express a smectic phase.) As for a crystal phase and N, in C [ in / a phase transition

temperature / a cyclohexane ring expresses a transformer cyclohexane ring among a formula, and a number expresses a

phase transition temperature, and ], I expresses an isotropic liquid phase, respectively.)

[0038] The compound mentioned above is desirable from a viewpoint which reduces the temperature which shows
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mesomorphism in order to show mesomorphism at low temperature comparatively. The liquid crystal compound of
these single organic functions can also be added combining plurality, even if independent. The addition rate in the case

of adding the compound of these single organic functions to a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent has 50 or

less desirable % of the weight, is desirable, and is still more desirable. [ of 10 or less % of the weight
] [ of especially

20 or less % of the weight ] Since there is an inclination for Hayes of the optical low pass filter obtained by carrying

out a polymerization to become large when the content rate of these compounds exceeds 50 % of the weight, it is not

desirable.

[0039] General formula [ a general formula (I) and
]
(II) Attain to the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent

used by this invention (III). The liquid crystal compound (henceforth the liquid crystal compound of two organic

functions) which has two polymerization nature functional groups in [ other than the compound expressed ] 1 molecule

can also be added, the general formula (I) which can be added to a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent, and

a general formula (II) ~ and (III) expressing - having -- a compound - except two - organic functions - liquid

crystal - a compound -- ****** for example - the following - a formula - (-- 21 --) - (-- 30 --) — expressing ~
having - a compound -- it can mention .

[0040]

[Formula 11] _
CHz=CCM(CHri8CH^)~COO-^>^^ (21 >

CH3

CH2=CCOO(CH^ (22)

CH2=CCOO(CH3,Q-(^>—(^-OCO-^^O(CH^tOC0C=CH2 (23)

CH^CCOO(CH280-^ (24)

CH2=CCOO(CHds-<^—<^"COO^^)^ (CH2hOCOC=CH2

F F

CH2=CCOO(CH^6-^^^--(^^COO-^^(CH2)tOCO(>CH2

F

CH^CCCXD(CH2)a-^^^

F F

CH2^^(CH2)8H^^^^-H^)-(CH2)tOCOC=CH2 (26)

CH 2=CHCOO-^ ^.COO-^^^-COO-^^-OCO-^^^-OCO-^ ^-OCOChfcC^ (29)

at2=CHCOO^
Q
^^COO^^ (30)

[0041] (L6 and L7 express a hydrogen atom or a methyl group in independent among a formula, respectively, and s

and t express the integer of 1-20, respectively.)

[0042] General formula (II) Many of liquid crystal compounds which have the polymerization nature functional group

oftwo organic functions mentioned here reach (III). As compared with the compound expressed, there is an inclination

which shows mesomorphism at high temperature. These compounds can also be added combining plurality, even if

independent. The addition rate in the case of adding the liquid crystal compound of these two organic functions to a

polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent has 20 or less desirable % of the weight, is desirable, and is still more
desirable. [ of 10 or less % of the weight ] [ of especially 15 or less % of the weight

]

[0043] In the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent used by this invention, the liquid crystal compound which

does not have the polymerization nature functional group can also be added according to a use. However, as for the

viewpoint which secures the thermal resistance of the optically anisotropic body produced using a liquid crystal

(25)

(27)
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constituent to the addition, it is desirable to carry out to 10 or less % of the weight.

[0044] Moreover, to the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent used by this invention, it is the compound
which has a polymerization nature functional group, and the compound in which mesomorphism is not shown can also

be added. Although it can usually be especially used without a limit as such a compound if recognized as a

macromolecule plasticity monomer or macromolecule plasticity oligomer by this technical field, an acrylate

compound, a methacrylate compound, and especially a vinyl ether compound are desirable.

[0045] Although it can add as mentioned above in the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent used by this

invention, combining suitably the liquid crystal compound which has a polymerization nature functional group, the

liquid crystal compound which does not have a polymerization nature functional group, and the polymerization nature

compound in which mesomorphism is not shown So that mesomorphism may be still more preferably [ the temperature

which shows mesomorphism is especially desirable at 40 degrees C or less so that the mesomorphism of the

polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent obtained at least may not be lost, and ] discovered at 25 degrees C on a

room temperature and a type target to 30 degrees C or less And it is necessary to adjust the addition of each component
so that Hayes of the optical low pass filter obtained by carrying out a polymerization may not become 5% or more.

[0046] Furthermore, to the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent used by this invention, polymerization

initiators, such as a thermal polymerization initiator and a photopolymerization initiator, can also be added for the

purpose of raising the polymerization reactivity.

[0047] As a thermal polymerization initiator, a benzoyl peroxide, a screw azo butyronitrile, etc. are mentioned, for

example. Moreover, as a photopolymerization initiator, benzoin ether, benzophenones, acetophenones, and benzyl

ketals are mentioned, for example. The addition in the case of adding a thermal polymerization initiator or a

photopolymerization initiator has 10 or less desirable % of the weight to a polymerization nature liquid crystal

constituent, especially its 5 or less % of the weight is desirable, and 0.5 - 1 .5% of the weight of its range is still more
desirable.

[0048] Moreover, to the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent used by this invention, in order to raise the

preservation stability, a stabilizer can also be added. As a stabilizer which can be used, a hydroquinone, hydroquinone

monoalkyl ether, a tertiary butyl catechol, etc. are mentioned, for example. The addition in the case of using a stabilizer

has 1 or less desirable % of the weight to a liquid crystal constituent, and especially its 0.5 or less % of the weight is

desirable.

[0049] The liquid crystal phase of the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent used by this invention should

just be a constituent in which the phase usually recognized to be a liquid crystal phase by this technical field is shown.

Also in such a liquid crystal constituent, what discovers a nematic phase, a smectic A phase, a smectic C phase, a

smectic (chiral) C phase, and a cholesteric phase is desirable as a liquid crystal phase. Also in this, since viscosity tends

to become low and a nematic phase has the inclination that the stable orientation state can be acquired quickly, in the

orientation process at the time ofmanufacture of an optically anisotropic body, it is especially desirable.

[0050] In order to acquire the stable orientation state quickly, it is also important to adjust the clearing point

(temperature transferred from a liquid crystal phase to an isotropic liquid phase) of the polymerization nature liquid

crystal constituent used by this invention. When performing orientation processing at the same temperature is

considered, the more it makes the clearing point low, orientation processing will be inevitably performed in the state

where a fluidity is high, and, the more the effect that orientation is stabilized quickly is acquired. As the clearing point,

80 degrees C or less are desirable, 70 degrees C or less are still more desirable, and especially 60 degrees C or less are

desirable.

[0051] As for the temperature of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent, in the polymerization process of the

manufacture method of this invention, it is desirable to keep at 40 degrees C or less. In this case, it is not necessary to

use the substrate excellent in thermal resistance in the case of manufacture. Moreover, although a polymerization

nature liquid crystal constituent has a possibility of carrying out thermal polymerization spontaneously when it is

maintained at the temperature of 60-80 degrees C or more, when carrying out a polymerization at the temperature of 40
degrees C or less, the induction of the thermal polymerization which is not desirable can also be avoided. Thereby, the

orientation state of liquid crystal can be uniformly fixed by the polymerization, and an optical low pass filter good as a

result can be manufactured easily.

[0052] In order to make it function as an optical low pass filter, it is necessary to change into the orientation state

which leaned the layer which consists of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent to the thickness direction of

a layer to the angle whose major axis of a liquid crystal molecule is not 0 times or 90 degrees. The orientation state of a

liquid crystal molecule [ in / one end face of the thickness direction of a layer / in the layer which consists of a

polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent ] is homogeneous orientation (level uniaxial orientation). A
polymerization is carried out in the state in which the orientation state of the liquid crystal molecule in another end face
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carried out the homeotropic orientation (perpendicular orientation) where hybrid orientation is carried out, Or it is

desirable that the major axis of a liquid crystal molecule carries out a polymerization in the specific state which

inclined the degree of angle where homogeneous orientation (level uniaxial orientation) was carried out, to the

thickness direction of a layer. Since the direction of a major axis of a liquid crystal molecule is equivalent to a

crystallographic axis in the case ofthe specific homogeneous orientation which inclined the degree of angle, a specific

angle and a specific orientation angle are in agreement. This specific angle has the desirable range of 20 - 70 degrees,

and especially its range that is 30 - 60 degrees is desirable. Displacement distance can be enlarged, so that this specific

angle is close to 45 degrees.

[0053] When the major axis of a liquid-crystal molecule uses the specific homogeneous-orientation state which

inclined the degree of angle in the thickness direction of a layer as an orientation state of the layer which consists of a

polymerization nature liquid-crystal constituent, after making a polymerization nature liquid-crystal constituent pinch

between two substrates which counter through a gap, the method of acquiring the specific homogeneous-orientation

state which inclined the degree of angle is desirable by making a magnetic field act so that the direction of a substrate

normal and line of magnetic force may serve as a specific angle.

[0054] moreover, as an orientation state of the layer which consists of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent

In using the state where hybrid orientation is carried out The substrate which performed orientation processing to

which uniaxial orientation of the major axis of liquid crystal is carried out in parallel to a substrate side, The method of

acquiring a hybrid orientation state is desirable by arranging the substrate which performed orientation processing to

which orientation of the major axis of liquid crystal is perpendicularly carried out to a substrate side with a gap so that

the field which performed orientation processing may counter, and making the gap pinch a polymerization nature

liquid crystal constituent.

[0055] Furthermore, when using the state where hybrid orientation is carried out as an orientation state of the layer

which consists of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent, the method of acquiring a hybrid orientation state

is desirable by applying a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent to the substrate which performed orientation

processing orientation of the major axis of liquid crystal is carried out [ processing ] to one shaft in parallel.

[0056] As a material which constitutes a substrate, it can use regardless of an organic material and inorganic material.

As an organic material, a polyethylene terephthalate, a polycarbonate, a polyimide, a polyamide, a polymethyl

methacrylate, polystyrene, a polyvinyl chloride, a polytetrafluoroethylene, a polychlorotrifluoroethylene resin, a

polyarylate, a polysulfone, a triacetyl cellulose, a cellulose, a polyether ether ketone, etc. are mentioned, and silicon,

glass, a calcite, etc. are mentioned as inorganic material, for example. The quality of the material from which the same

quality of the material is sufficient, and both sides differ is sufficient as two substrates to be used. However, since it is

necessary to carry out the polymerization of the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent in the state where it

was made to pinch, at least one substrate needs to be transparent to energy lines to be used, such as ultraviolet rays or

an electron ray.

[0057] Moreover, it is also effective to use the substrate which performed orientation processing. When orientation

processing has not been performed, in the process which makes a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent pinch

between two substrates, the trace that the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent flowed may remain, and a

good optical low pass filter may be unable to be manufactured. In order to avoid this, the rubbing processing which

rubs a substrate front face with cloth etc., and the rubbing processing which rubs the front face with cloth etc. after

forming organic thin films, such as a polyimide, in a substrate front face again are desirable. In case this rubbing

processing carries out uniaxial orientation of the major axis of liquid crystal in parallel to a substrate side, it is useful.

[0058] Moreover, since the homeotropic orientation of the liquid crystal molecule can be carried out on the substrate

front face by using the substrate which applied the surfactant and the release agent to the front face, it is also desirable

to perform such processing.

[0059] If the temperature of a substrate is heated beyond the clearing point of a polymerization nature liquid crystal

constituent and a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent is made to pinch between two substrates in the state

of an isotropic liquid from intensity or an optical problem, when orientation processing cannot be performed to a

substrate front face, since the problem in which the trace which flowed remains is solvable, it is desirable. However,

when the clearing point became high at 60-80 degrees C or more and it changes into an isotropic liquid phase state,

induction of the thermal polymerization which is not desirable will be carried out, and there is a danger that it becomes

impossible to produce a homogeneous good optically anisotropic body. Therefore, in order to acquire a uniform

orientation state quickly by heating of a substrate, the clearing point needs to use still more preferably 80 degrees C or

less of 70 degrees C or less ofpolymerization nature liquid crystal constituents 60 degrees C or less preferably

especially.

[0060] For example, the method using a permanent magnet, an electric magnet, and a superconductive magnet as an
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impression means of a magnetic field to use in order to acquire a homogeneous orientation state is mentioned.

Although magnetic field strength is based also on the anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility of the polymerization

nature liquid crystal constituent to be used, more than its 2k gauss is desirable, more than its 4k gauss especially is

desirable, and more than its 8k gauss is still more desirable. Since there is an inclination the orientation state of a

polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent becomes less good [ an inclination ] when magnetic field strength is

smaller than 2k gausses, it is not desirable.

[0061] The gap between two substrates has desirable 1-200 microns, its 2-150 microns are still more desirable, and

especially its 5-70 microns are desirable.

[0062] As a method of applying a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent on a substrate, spin coating, die

coating, extrusion coating, roll coating, wire bar coating, gravure coating, spray coating, dipping, the printing method,

etc. are mentioned, for example. Moreover, an organic solvent can also be added to a polymerization nature liquid

crystal constituent in the case of an application.

[0063] As an organic solvent used for such the purpose, ethyl acetate, a tetrahydrofiiran, toluene, a hexane, a methanol,

ethanol, a dimethylformamide, a methylene chloride, an isopropanol, an acetone, a methyl ethyl ketone, an acetonitrile,

and cellosolves are mentioned. It can also use using independently combining two or more kinds, and it should just

choose these organic solvents suitably in consideration of the solubility of the vapor pressure and a polymerization

nature liquid crystal constituent. Moreover, the addition has 90 or less desirable % of the weight. Since it is in the

inclination for the thickness obtained to become thin when it becomes 90% of the weight or more, it is not desirable.

As a method of volatilizing the added organic solvent, methods, such as an air drying, stoving, reduced pressure

drying, and heating-under-reduced-pressure dryness, can be used.

[0064] In case it is made to photopolymerize after carrying out orientation of the polymerization nature liquid crystal

constituent by the above methods, in the temperature which shows a liquid crystal phase, this constituent irradiates an

activity energy line and carries out the polymerization of the layer which consists of a polymerization nature liquid

crystal constituent. The temperature has desirable 40 degrees C or less, especially its 30 degrees C or less are desirable,

and its 25 degrees C are desirable on a room temperature and a type target. Ultraviolet rays, an electron ray, etc. are

mentioned as an activity energy line.

[0065] The intensity of the activity energy line which irradiates in the case of a polymerization is 0.1 mW/cm2 - 2

W/cm2. The range is desirable. The intensity of an activity energy line to irradiate is 0.1 mW/cm2. The intensity of an

activity energy line preferably irradiated since making photopolymerization complete will take great time and
productivity gets worse is 2 W/cm2 a low case. Since there is risk of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent

deteriorating when high, it is not desirable. Although irradiation time is dependent also on the intensity of an activity

energy line, its range for 0.1 - 10 minutes is desirable. An early property change can be mitigated after the irradiation

end of an activity energy line, and it can also heat-treat for the purpose of aiming at a stable property manifestation.

The temperature of heat treatment has the desirable range of 50-250 degrees C, and heat treatment time has the

desirable range of 5 seconds - 12 hours. Thus, even if it exfoliates from a substrate, you may use the obtained optical

low pass filter, without exfoliating.

[0066] Thus, as for the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of this invention obtained, what Hayes
becomes from 3% or less of optical anisotropy high polymer film preferably 5% or less is desirable. Moreover, as for

the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of this invention, what the anisotropy of the refractive index in

25 degrees C becomes from the optical anisotropy high polymer film in the range of 0.02-0.3 is desirable.

[0067] Since the rate of a birefringence of liquid crystal material is larger than the rate of a birefringence of crystal,

thickness of the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule can be made thin as compared with crystal. The
range of 1-200 microns is desirable, the thickness of the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of this

invention has especially the desirable range that is 2-150 microns, and its range which is 5-70 microns is still more
desirable. Since there is an inclination it to become difficult to obtain the target space cut off frequency, and for Hayes
to become large when thicker than 200 microns when the thickness of the optical low pass filter made from a

macromolecule is thinner than 1 micron, it is not desirable.

[0068] The complex with which the laminating of the light filter for visibility amendment and the optical low pass

filter made from a macromolecule was carried out can be easily manufactured by using the light filter for visibility

amendment as a substrate at the time ofmanufacturing an optical low pass filter. Moreover, it can manufacture also by
carrying out the laminating of the light filter for visibility amendment further, without manufacturing the optical low

pass filter made from a macromolecule, without using the light filter for visibility amendment as a substrate, and

exfoliating a substrate after that, or exfoliating. In this case, it is desirable to paste up the light filter for visibility

amendment and the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule using adhesives.

[0069]???
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(Since it was not used for processing of a low pass filter after the manufacture, the constituent (B) in your proposal was
deleted.) The alphabet sign is advanced one by one with this deletion.

[Example] Hereafter, this invention is explained still in detail using an example. However, this invention is not limited

to the range of these examples.

[0070] (Example 1)

(1-1) The manufacture formula of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (A) (31)

[0071]

[Formula 12]

CH2=CHCOO-^^-^^-C3H7 (31)

[0072] The compound 50 weight section and the formula (32) which are come out of and expressed

[0073]

[Formula 13]

CH?=CHCOO~^^-C=C-^^-C5Hii (32)

[0074] The polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (A) which comes out and consists of the compound 50

weight section expressed was prepared. This polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (A) presented the

nematic-liquid-crystal phase at the room temperature (25 degrees C). N(nematic phase)-I (isotropic liquid phase)

transition temperature was 46 degrees C. Moreover, ne (rate of an unusual optical refraction) measured by 589nm was
1 .662, no (rate of a usual state optical refraction) was 1.510, and the rate of a birefringence was 0. 1 52.

[0075] (1-2) The manufacture polymerization nature liquid crystal (constituent A) 80 weight section and the formula

(33) of a polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (B)

[0076]

[Formula 14]
0(CH^eOCOCH=CH2

CH2=CHC0O(CHd^^^)^(^>-OC0-<^^-O(CH2)fl0COCH=CH2 (33)

[0077] The polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (B) which comes out and consists of the compound 20

weight section expressed was prepared. The polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (B) presented the nematic-

liquid-crystal phase at the room temperature (25 degrees C). N(nematic phase)-I (isotropic liquid phase) transition

temperature was 50 degrees C. Moreover, ne (rate of an unusual optical refraction) measured by 589nm was 1 .656, no

(rate of a usual state optical refraction) was 1 .5 13, and the rate of a birefringence was 0. 143.

[0078] (1-3) The polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (C) which consists of the production polymerization

nature liquid crystal (constituent B) 99 weight section of the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule and the

"IRUGAKYUA 651" (photopolymerization initiator made from Ciba-Geigy) 1 weight section was prepared. The
polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (C) was poured into the antiparallel orientation liquid crystal glass cell

(glass cell which performed orientation processing so that uniaxial orientation of the liquid crystal might be carried out

to a substrate surface-water-of-aggregate common) with a cell gap of 50 microns at the room temperature. Then, into

the 8k-gauss magnetic field, it put so that the angle a magnetic field and whose normal over the substrate side of an

antiparallel orientation liquid crystal glass cell are 45 degrees might be made, after [ of since it puts ] 2 minutes, and a

room temperature - the black light "UVGL-25" ofUVP ~ using ~ 1 mW/cm2 Ultraviolet rays were irradiated for 10

minutes, die polymerization of the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (C) was carried out, and the

optically-anisotropic-body film was obtained. Hayes of an optically-anisotropic-body [ having put into a glass cell
]

film was 1 .2%. Moreover, the displacement distance measured using the polarization microscope and the microscale is

3 microns, and it has checked functioning as an optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule.

[0079] (Example 2) The polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (C) prepared in the example 1 with the room
temperature was poured into the hybrid orientation liquid crystal glass cell (glass cell which performed orientation

processing so that liquid crystal might carry out hybrid orientation) with a production cell gap [ of the optical low pass

filter made from a macromolecule ] of 50 microns, since it puts for 5 minutes after the completion of pouring ~ a room
temperature - the black light "UVGL-25" ofUVP ~ using ~ 1 mW/cm2 Ultraviolet rays were irradiated for 10

minutes, the polymerization of the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (C) was carried out, and the

optically-anisotropic-body film was obtained. Hayes of an optically-anisotropic-body
[ having put into a glass cell

]

film was 1 .6%. Moreover, the displacement distance measured using the polarization microscope and the microscale is

2 microns, and it has checked functioning as an optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule.
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[0080] (Example 3) The polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (D) which consists of the (Constituent C) 60

weight section and the ethyl-acetate 40 weight section which were prepared in the production example 1 ofthe optical

low pass filter made from a macromolecule was prepared. Rubbing processing was carried out after forming a

polyimide film in a glass substrate by the thickness of about lOOnm. Ten drops per every drop were dropped at the

front face which carried out rubbing processing of the polymerization nature liquid crystal constituent (D) using the

syringe. The time interval of dropping was set up so that the time when the ethyl acetate contained in one drop of

constituent (D) dropped on the substrate air-dries might be secured, after a dropping end and for 5 minutes — putting —

the bottom of a nitrogen air current -- a room temperature - the black light "UVGL-25" ofUVP - using - 1 mW/cm2
Irradiate ultraviolet rays for 10 minutes, they were made to photopolymerize, and the optically-anisotropic-body film

was obtained. The thickness of the obtained optically-anisotropic-body film was 30 microns, and the Hayes was 1.0%.

Moreover, the displacement distance measured using the polarization microscope and the microscale is 1 micron, and it

has checked functioning as an optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule.

[0081]

[Effect of the Invention] Since the optical low pass filter made from a macromolecule of this invention consists of an

optically-anisotropic-body film, it can make thickness of a film thin. Moreover, since Hayes is small, the optical low

pass filter made from a macromolecule of this invention can constitute high-definition display by combining with a

CCD element (charge-coupled device) etc. by combining high-definition image pck-up equipment with a liquid crystal

display element etc. again. Furthermore, according to the manufacture method of this invention, the optical low pass

filter excellent in the homogeneity of optical property made from a macromolecule can be manufactured easily.

[Translation done.]


